A fitting method using a semi-empirical Gaussian dispersion model solution was successfully applied to obtain both dispersion coefficients and a particle number emission factor (PNEF) directly from ultrafine particle (UFP; particles smaller than < 0.1 µm in diameter) concentration profiles observed downwind of major roadways in California's South Coast Air Basin (SoCAB). The effective Briggs' formulation for the vertical dispersion parameter σ z was adopted in this study due to its better performance in describing the observed profiles compared to other formulations examined. The two dispersion coefficients in Briggs' formulation, α and β, ranged from 0.02 to 0.07 and from −0.5 × 10 −3 to 2.8 × 10 −3 , respectively, for the four freeway transects studied and are significantly different for freeways passing over vs. under the street on which measurements of the freeway plume were made. These ranges are wider than literature values for α and β under stable conditions. The dispersion coefficients derived from observations showed strong correlations with both surface meteorology (wind speed/direction, temperature, and air stability) and differences in concentrations between the background and plume peak. The relationships were applied to predict freeway plume transport using a multivariate regression, and produced excellent agreement with observed UFP concentration profiles. The mean PNEF for a mixed vehicle fleet on the four freeways was estimated as 7.5 × 10 13 particles km −1 vehicle −1 , which is about 15 % of the value estimated in 2001 for the I-405 freeway, implying significant reductions in UFP emissions over the past decade in the SoCAB.
Introduction
Ultrafine particles (UFP) are generally defined as particles smaller than 0.1 µm in diameter (Morawska et al., 2008) . Numerous epidemiological and toxicological studies have shown that UFP cause various adverse health effects, such as respiratory illness, DNA damage, cardiovascular disease, and adverse birth outcomes (Hoek et al., 2010; Knol et al., 2009; Moller et al., 2008) . The dominant source of UFP in urban areas is vehicular emissions (Pey et al., 2009) . UFP in urban areas account for the major proportion (∼ 80%) of total particulate matter (PM) number concentration but a negligible proportion of the mass concentration (Kumar et al., 2010) . However PM mass (PM 2.5 and PM 10 ) is currently regulated but PM numbers are not, thus measurements of ambient UFP are relatively sparse.
Although a number of studies on UFP emissions from major roadways and their spatial impacts have recently been conducted, the meteorological conditions in most studies were limited to the daytime unstable convective boundary layer (Karner et al., 2010) . However, Hu et al. (2009) found a wide UFP impact area up to 2 km downwind of the I-10 freeway during stable pre-sunrise hours in Santa Monica, California. Subsequently, Choi et al. (2012) extended this result, reporting the prevalence of wide area impacts (1500 m to more than 2500 m) downwind of freeways under stable presunrise conditions at several additional locations throughout the South Coast Air Basin (SoCAB). Choi et al. (2012) also found the decay constant of UFP concentrations with distance under stable conditions is about an order of magnitude smaller than that during daytime.
While the dominant factor causing differences in dispersion/dilution rates between nocturnal (stable) and daytime (well mixed) conditions is clearly atmospheric stability combined with different boundary layer heights (Kerminen et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2009; Hussein et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2006) , quantitative and systematic meteorological dependencies of the decay of primary pollutants with distance downwind of major roads have yet to be developed, particularly for stable atmospheres. This gap prevents the reliable prediction of the extent and magnitude of roadway plumes under stable conditions when their greater downwind extent potentially impacts large populations.
Many studies have attempted to predict the pollutant concentrations from vehicular emissions near roadways using different dispersion models with varying levels of complexity (Sharma and Khare, 2001) . However, most studies have focused on predicting elevated pollutant concentrations at specific distances from sources rather than describing concentration profiles. A few studies attempted to reproduce UFP concentration profiles obtained at multiple discrete distances within short ranges (< 300 m) during daytime conditions (Zhu and Hinds, 2005; Gramotnev et al., 2003; Heist et al., 2013) .
Gaussian dispersion models have been commonly used to explain spatial concentration variations from line sources (e.g., Sharma and Khare, 2001; Chen et al., 2009; Briant et al., 2011; Gramotnev et al., 2003; Kumar et al., 2011; Heist et al., 2013) . Simple Gaussian models require parameterization of dispersion coefficients, which is critical to calculate pollutant concentrations at specific distances from the source. Existing parameterizations of the dispersion coefficients for these models are based on Pasquill stability classes (Pasquill, 1961) . However, the Pasquill parameterization has only two classes for stable conditions (Table 1) , and thus has limited ability to explain the variations in concentration profiles under stable conditions. In addition, current sophisticated dispersion models (such as AERMOD, CALINE, RLINE, etc.) require a comprehensive data set including friction velocity, surface heat flux, boundary layer and mechanical mixing heights, surface roughness, vertical wind profiles, complex roadway configurations, etc. (Heist et al., 2013) . Detailed turbulence measurements as well as boundary layer and mechanical mixing heights and surface roughness, etc. cannot be readily and routinely obtained in urban areas. In addition, these requirements prevent direct and quantitative comparison between input variables and observed concentration profile shapes, regardless of the model performance. Although many modeling studies estimate turbulence parameters based on the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory, the theory is not perfect for the real atmosphere and particularly under stable nocturnal conditions, which is typically the most challenging situation for current dispersion models (Heist et al., 2013) . We also note that for our sampling periods (04:30 to 06:30 local time, LT), traffic flows on the target highways are sharply increasing due to the development of the morning commute, which is, we think, difficult to represent even with the current comprehensive models. While these more complex sophisticated models are ideal for many applications, here we probe how routinely measured variables (basic meteorological parameters and concentration data) affect UFP plume shapes, and thus have chosen to use a semi-empirical Gaussian expression for our investigation.
In the present study, the objectives are to investigate how routinely measured variables affect UFP plume magnitude, transport, and concentration decay rates, and consequently to evaluate the areal impact of traffic plumes from major roadways. For this reason, the effectiveness of the analytical solution for Gaussian dispersion to fit observed UFP concentration profiles is examined, and both dispersion coefficients and emission factors are obtained directly from the observations in this study. In addition, the quantitative effects of surface meteorological parameters and the role of concentration differences between plumes and backgrounds on plume extensions are investigated. Appropriate parameterization of dispersion coefficients and emission factors based on observable variables can provide predictive capability for the extent of freeway plumes under stable conditions.
Methods

Sampling areas and transects
The analyses are carried out for the detailed data set collected by Choi et al. (2012) with a mobile measurement platform (MMP) in the early morning before sunrise at four locations in the SoCAB. The downtown Los Angeles (DTLA), Paramount, Carson, and Claremont transects traveled along N. Coronado St., Obispo St., 228th St., and N. Mountain Ave., respectively, and crossed perpendicular to the respective freeways, the 101, 91, I-110, and I-210 freeways. The DTLA transect was located ∼ 22 km from the ocean, and the Paramount and Carson transects were located about 8-10 km from the ocean, whereas the Claremont transect was located further inland (∼ 50 km east from DTLA and ∼ 70 km from the coast), at the foot of the steeply rising San Gabriel Mountains (Supplement Fig. S1 ). All transects were small two-lane streets through residential areas surrounded mostly by onestory single family homes. For the DTLA and Paramount transects, the 101 and 91 freeways passed over the measurement routes, and for the Carson and Claremont transects, the I-110 and I-210 freeways passed under the routes as illustrated in Supplement Fig. S2 . More details about transects and surroundings are provided in Choi et al. (2012) and in the Supplement Sect. S1.
Instrumentation, sampling, and data analysis
A pollution-free Toyota RAV4 sub-SUV electric vehicle served as the MMP in the present study. Vehicle production of UFP from brake wear and other related sources are Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 6925-6940, 2014
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/6925/2014/ Table 1 . Parameterizations of σ z for Gaussian and K-theory dispersion models and σ z values obtained from transect-averaged ultrafine particle concentration profiles in this study.
References Equation form
Land use Stability class σ z or γ b formula Chock (1978) 
Sharan and Yadav (1998)
Urban to Near neutral to stable DTLA (R 2 =0.96) α = 0.07 β = 0.4 × 10 −3 and R 2 for semi-empirical GB model) suburban pre-sunrise periods Paramount
a D, E, and F are Pasquill stability classes for nighttime conditions (Pasquill, 1961) . b γ represents a turbulence parameter used in Sharan and Yadav (1998) , where σw is turbulence intensity in vertical direction, w is vertical wind component, and U is the mean wind speed.
expected to be small; see Supplement Sect. S2. UFP measurements were conducted with 1 s time resolution using a fast mobility particle sizer (FMPS) and condensation particle counter (CPC). Measurements of nitric oxide, carbon monoxide, particle-bound polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, PM 2.5 , PM 10 , and black carbon were also conducted. Instruments and calibrations are described in detail elsewhere (Choi et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2009; Kozawa et al., 2009; Westerdahl et al., 2005) . Here we focus on UFP concentration profiles during the stable pre-sunrise hours in the SoCAB. UFP provide the clearest profiles, due to a combination of fast response instrumentation and a greater dynamic range of pollutant concentrations. The latter results from a low background level, due to the relatively short UFP lifetime (Capaldo and Pandis, 2001) . We note that here we use UFP measured with a condensation particle counter (CPC), which counts particles in the 10 to 1000 nm range. These numbers are not differentiable from FMPS measurements for particles smaller than 100 nm, as particles smaller than 100 nm contributed 95.9 to 98.3 % of total FMPS numbers for all measurements. Measurements were conducted during the pre-sunrise hours (04:30-06:30 LT) in the winter to spring seasons for the DTLA, Paramount, and Carson transects (January to March), and in Claremont during May and June of 2011 (Table 2). The MMP was driven at roughly constant slow speeds (below 30 km h −1 ) during sampling whenever possible (allowing for stop signs and traffic lights). Data were logged every second. In order to synchronize the instrumental response times, a time-lag correlation method was used (Choi et al., 2012) . Local impacts of individual high-emission vehicles encountered on a transect were removed by a running low 25 % quantile method (Choi et al., 2012) . Any remaining local effects were examined and removed by reviewing video and audio records to verify proximity of a high-emitting vehicle. More details about instrumentation, sampling, and postsampling data analyses are found in Supplement Sect. S2 and Choi et al. (2012) .
Averaged surface meteorology (temperature, wind speed and direction, and relative humidity) was obtained with 2-D sonic anemometer and temperature/humidity sensors located on the roof the MMP, for about 5 min just prior to and following every transect run. Vertical gradients of temperature, humidity, and wind speed/direction were obtained once per day with a balloon tethersonde (SmartTether ™ , Anasphere Inc.) before the measurements at locations within 1 to 4 km of the transects. Closer proximity was not possible because of the high density of airports and airstrips (regulations prohibit tethered balloon flights within 8 km of an airport) and urban development, which provides few unobstructed areas for balloon-borne measurements. Traffic flow data were collected for the four freeways from the Freeway Performance Measurement System (PeMS) operated by the Institute of Transportation at University of California, Berkeley. The locations of traffic flow sensors and other details concerning general meteorological and traffic conditions during the sampling periods are available in Choi et al. (2012) and Supplement Sect. S3.
Theory and fits of observational data
Development of a semi-empirical formulation
An analytical Gaussian dispersion solution with the slender plume approximation assuming an infinite line source and the total reflection at the surface was applied as a basic expression, and fit to the observed concentration profiles (Eq. 1):
where Q is an emission rate, U e is an effective wind speed (ambient wind + speed correction due to traffic wake), z is height, H is the height of the emission source, and σ z is the standard deviation of the time-averaged concentration distributions in the vertical direction at distance x from the source (Luhar and Patil, 1989 ). An infinite line source assumption is reasonable for the present study due to the long length of freeways (more than 20 km) compared to relatively short downwind length scale of transects (∼ 2 km). An assumption of total absorption at the surface may be more suitable for actual behavior of UFP. However, we note that the analytical solution with this assumption yields C(x, z) = 0 for the ground source (H = 0) (see Eq. 18.8 in Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998) , which is the case for underpass freeway transects in the present study (Sect. 2.1 and Supplement Sect. S2). However, the most insights are likely to be gained from using the same assumptions and analytical form for the different freeway-transect geometries examined here. Although total reflection at the ground is not accurate, it would be reasonable to assume the reflectivity/absorption will not vary significantly at the paved urban surfaces, and hence the effect of the reflectivity assumption on σ z should vary little among different sampling sites. The reflection at the top of boundary layer is not considered because a neutral/mixed residual layer exists over the nocturnal surface inversion. Consequently, this simple analytical Gaussian dispersion solution was chosen as a basic equation to minimize the number of free variables to fit to the observations, leading to results that are consistent and reliable and can be effectively interpreted. Equation (1) may be simplified to obtain a final semiempirical Gaussian expression (Eq. 2), in which Q c represents a bulk emission parameter including emission rate (Q) combined with wind effects (U e ), and remains as a free variable to be determined from observed concentration profiles. The final step to formulate a simplified model equation is to parameterize σ z . For this, two common methods were examined: Chock (1978) and Briggs (1973) formulas. These were used by Luhar and Patil (1989) and Briant et al. (2011) , respectively, in their model evaluations. However, we note that both Chock's and Briggs' formulas have just one or two equations for stable atmospheres, in each case based on land use (e.g., urban and rural). Thus, neither formula is sufficient to explain the meteorology-dependent variations in observed freeway plume decay during stable pre-sunrise hours.
To account for these limits, two coefficients in Chock's and Briggs' formulas were held as free variables in the semiempirical Gaussian equation (e.g., α and β for Briggs formula in Eq. 3). We found that the Briggs' formula form more successfully described the observed concentration profiles. Fitted results using Chock's formula tended to underestimate the peak concentrations near freeways. Additionally, we examined a K-theory model developed by Sharan and Yadav (1998) for dispersion of pollutants from a point source under stable conditions with light winds (Table 1) . Zhu and Hinds (2005) modified the K-theory model for a line source to explain the decay of a freeway plume during daytime. The K-theory model yielded poorer fits to our nocturnal observations in the far downwind areas compared to the Gaussian model with a fitted Briggs formulation for σ z . The Briggs expression has slightly different formulations for rural and urban conditions (Table 1) , the choice of which affects one of the two dispersion coefficients (β). Both forms fit the data equally well and produce nearly identical curve shapes. For three of our four transects, the best fit value for β is more consistent with the rural form (described more below). While this may seem surprising, much of Los Angeles, including these three transects, consist of single story residential development. The fourth transect, DTLA, has tall buildings in the area (although few tall buildings are on the transect itself; Supplement Sect. S1), and its β values are closer to expected urban values. Here, we use the rural form of the Briggs' formula as the basic equation for fitting the observations, to allow us to investigate meteorological and traffic effects on plume intensities and transport and compare them among the different sites. More discussion of the observed α and β are presented in Sect. 3.1.
Consequently, Eq. (2) combined with Eq. (3) was used to fit the observed data. This formulation, a semi-empirical Gaussian dispersion expression with an effective Briggs formulation (optimized by fitting observational data) is hereinafter referred to as the "semi-empirical GB model". Fitting with Eqs. (2) and (3) to observed concentration profiles was performed in a Matlab environment based on Matlab's built-in unconstrained nonlinear minimization of the sum of squared residuals (Lagarias et al., 1998) . For better fitting results, the generalized Briggs values were used as an initial guess for the fit parameters.
We acknowledge that this semi-empirical GB model does not explicitly consider the traffic-related turbulence or surface roughness effects on dispersion. However, vehicleinduced turbulence is relatively short-lived, and has a dominant effect in the immediate vicinity of the roadways (Wang and Zhang, 2009; Gordon et al., 2012) , becoming negligible within 60 m downwind from the roadways (Gordon et al., 2012) . This range covers only a small fraction of our UFP profile range (up to 2 km). In addition, vehicle-induced turbulence likely varies little between our sampling sites and over our measurement time periods, for two reasons. First, because trucks and passenger cars induce markedly different turbulence, significant differences in vehicle fleets could result in differences in turbulence. In our study, however, diesel trucks consistently contributed less than 6 % of the total traffic for all freeways. Second, for the pre-sunrise periods, vehicle speeds are consistent among all sampling days and sites due to the consistent free-flow of traffic. As described in Supplement Sect. S1, all sites investigated had similarly built environments (i.e., transects were surrounded mostly with one-story residential single-family homes). Thus, we believe the surface roughness should be similar among our sampling sites.
Although particle number concentrations are influenced by particle dynamics such as coagulation, deposition, and condensation/evaporation, a common conclusion from previous studies is that dilution is the most important process controlling particle number (e.g., Kumar et al., 2011; Jacobson and Seinfeld, 2004) . Particularly near emission sources, such as the curbside of a major road, the dilution timescale is approximately one to two orders of magnitude faster than deposition and coagulation, respectively (Kumar et al., 2011) . Even under stable nocturnal conditions, dilution appears to be the most important sink accounting for ∼ 70 % of the overall decay rates (Choi and Paulson, 2014) . Nonetheless, we note that dispersion parameter β (as discussed in Sect. 3.1) represents additional UFP number losses besides dilution/dispersion due to these transformation processes because here dispersion parameters (α and β) were extracted by fitting the observed UFP profiles of the "real" atmosphere. Thus, the use of dispersion parameters determined in the present study should be made with the caution that a model including a particle dynamics module explicitly is likely to double-count particle transformation effects. We believe, nonetheless, this is another advantage of our analytical approach, because current dispersion models have been developed initially based on non-reactive conservative species, and particle dynamics are not yet perfectly captured in models Jacobson and Seinfeld, 2004) .
Semi-empirical GB Model fitting parameters (Q c , α, and β)
The semi-empirical GB model, a combination of an analytical solution for Gaussian dispersion and undetermined Briggs formulation, includes three free variables, the emission parameter Q c and two dispersion parameters α and β (Eqs. 2 and 3). These variables are to be determined by fitting to the observed concentration profiles. Thus, in this section, we examine how these unknown variables (Q c , α and β) are influenced by the spatial distribution of UFP concentrations. In this way, if the semi-empirical GB model explains the observed concentration profiles well (Sect. 3.1) we can infer which factors control the plume parameters in the semiempirical GB model (Sect. 3.2), verify these hypothesized relationships based on the observations (Sects. 3.3 and 3.4), and consequently derive predictive equations for plume parameters (Sect. 3.6).
In advance of further discussion concerning the variations of plume parameters with respect to observed concentration profiles, it is worth examining if the three plume parameters have built-in relationships among one another in the fitting function itself, prior to relating the variations in plume parameters to physical processes and meteorological parameters. As discussed in more detail in Supplement Sect. S4, Q c , the wind-corrected emission factor is independent of the distance from the freeway (x), while the influence of α and β on the calculated concentration both depend directly on x. For a given intersection geometry, the magnitude of Q c determines the peak concentration, and the overall magnitude of the curve, with no relation to α and β. Note, α and β have dominant effects on the shape of the decay curve close to the peak and at long distances, respectively (Figs. 2 and S3b and c in Supplement Sect. S4). Empirically they exhibit linear relationships to each other ( Fig. 3 and discussions below), but these empirical relationships cannot be predicted a priori from Eq. (2), and further evidently depend on the transectfreeway intersection geometry. As a result, they cannot be used in turn to reduce the number of variables in Eq. (2). In summary, the relationships between Q c , α and β, where observed (see below), appear to result from the fact that they respond to many of the meteorological variables in ways that overlap.
The emission parameter Q c , which represents the wind speed-corrected emission factor, influences only the magnitude of the peak and the overall pollutant concentrations. With fixed α and β, varying Q c does not change the decay curves once they are normalized with the peak concentrations. Thus, this approach allows us to estimate an emission factor for a mixed vehicle fleet on major roads directly from the observed concentration profiles. The details of this analysis are discussed in Sect. 3.5.
Plume shape includes both the location of the concentration peak and its decay shape. It is instructive to examine the relationships between α and β and plume shape: pollu- (2) and (3) varying α or β. The x axis is distance downwind from freeway and y axis is normalized concentrations to the peak at 1.5 m height (z = 1.5 m). Results were obtained (a) with fixed Q c and β = 1.5 × 10 −3 and varying α from 0.03 to 0.08, and (b) with a fixed Q c and α = 0.04, changing β from 0.3 to 1.5 × 10 −3 . tant profiles simulated with Eqs. (2) and (3) clearly show that smaller α, holding β constant, corresponds to a freeway plume peak that appears farther downwind (Fig. 1a) . With fixed α, decreasing β corresponds to a more rapid decrease in plume concentrations, but the peak location is unaffected (Fig. 1b) . Here, we explore the values for α and β derived by fitting Eqs. (2) and (3) to the daily average profiles for the pre-sunrise sampling periods, in order to quantitatively investigate the effects of both meteorology and traffic density on the magnitude of peak concentrations and decay rates of freeway plumes (Table 2) . If α and β can be properly parameterized with measurable properties such as surface meteorology, it will be possible to predict how widely freeway plumes influence vehicle-related pollutant concentrations in neighborhoods downwind of freeways under stable atmospheric conditions. Peak concentrations can be directly influenced by vehicle number and type (and other characteristics), passing on the freeway at the moment when the MMP crosses under or over the freeway, whereas the long early-morning plume tails result from rather slow transport. For example, with consistent winds of 0.5 m s −1 , air travel time is about 30 s and 1 h, respectively, at 15 m and 2 km downwind of freeway. Thus, an individual plume profile obtained by a single scan requiring 10 to 15 min of MMP driving is complicated to interpret. This is not only due to different timescales between the peak and tails of plumes; it is also due to the uneven traffic flows and composition at the moment when the MMP crosses the freeways, which result in significantly varying plume peak concentrations of individual profiles. To minimize these effects, we use the daily average concentration profiles for pre-sunrise measurement periods. The one exception is Sect. 3.1 where median concentration profiles for all measurement days at each transect/site were fitted with the semi-empirical GB model for the comparisons with categorized Briggs values.
We note that the real-world problem addressed here is more complex than the simple case of dispersion from a steady line source. While UFP are a very good tracer for roadway pollutants, they do undergo a modest amount of coagulation and evaporation/condensation on the timescales of interest here. Further, the line source is not steady; in the early morning the traffic density increases rapidly with time. Finally, the geometry of the intersection of the transect and the freeway varies among locations. The α and β values extracted as part of the semi-empirical treatment presented here account for all of these effects. Full theoretical treatments of all of the details of this problem are beyond the scope of this paper.
Results and discussions
Effectiveness of the fit of the semi-empirical GB model to the observations and comparisons with generalized Briggs' parameterization
For all four transects, the fitted semi-empirical GB model provided excellent matches to the observed profiles of UFP number concentrations both at the peak and far downwind (R 2 ∼ 0.9 or better) (Fig. 2) . This implies that the three plume parameters (Q c , α and β) can be estimated correctly from related explanatory variables, and the plume shape and length, including the peak and far downwind concentrations, can be described well. In addition, simple plume parameters make straightforward and quantitative the complicated links between dispersion/transport of freeway pollutant plumes and meteorological, traffic and geographical conditions. The fits do not explain slightly elevated UFP concentrations immediately upwind of the freeways. These elevations likely result from a combination of wind variability on a short timescale (or meandering behavior under calm conditions) and eddy diffusion in the direction opposite to the prevailing winds, neither of which is captured in the model.
Comparing α and β values, which were obtained from the median concentration profiles for each site (all days combined) (Fig. 2) , with conventional Briggs expression provides an overview of how well the transects are described by the simple expression of dispersion parameters provided by Briggs and other similar formulations. Day-to-day variability (based on daily averaged concentration profiles) is discussed in the sections that follow. The mean values for α obtained from the transect-averaged UFP profiles were 0.07, (Table 1) . Briggs (1973) values for α and β are also listed in Table 1 . The mean α for the DTLA transect (0.07) is similar to the Briggs' value for urban areas under stable conditions (α = 0.08), whereas α for the other three transects are comparable to the Briggs' constant for rural areas under moderately to slightly stable conditions (α = 0.02 to 0.03). It is however, not clear that the variations in α should be attributed to differences in land use because the immediate area surrounding the DTLA transect is also surrounded with low one-or two-story homes, similar to the other transects. Large differences in α were observed for different freeways geometries (discussed in Sect. 3.2), and this may explain the higher α at the DTLA site.
The observed mean β values were 0.4 × 10 −3 , −0.5 × 10 −3 , 0.6 × 10 −3 , and 2.8 × 10 −3 for DTLA, Paramount, Carson, and Claremont, respectively (Table 1) . These show larger differences from the Briggs' β value than was the case for α. The mean β for the DTLA and Paramount transects were smaller than the Briggs' value for urban (1.5 × 10 −3 ) and rural areas (0.3 × 10 −3 ), respectively (if the urban version of Briggs' formula was used, β =1.1 × 10 −3 was obtained for DTLA). In contrast, β observed in Claremont was higher than the Briggs' β value. The Carson transect yielded a slightly higher β than Briggs' β value. Physically, these results suggest UFP emitted from freeways passing over the MMP transect (DTLA & Paramount) dispersed more quickly than anticipated by the Briggs (1973) analysis, while for Claremont they dispersed more slowly. Overall, the wide variations in both α and β by location when compared to the generalized Briggs' formula underline the generalized Briggs expression for σ z is not sufficient, even under stable conditions. Those differences might be caused in part by freeway topographic features, particle dynamic losses such as coagulation and evaporation, as well as (particularly for β) rapid temporal traffic changes during presunrise periods. The observed profiles are expected to have lower β compared to those for constant emission sources. For DTLA and Paramount where β was significantly lower than the Briggs' value, traffic increases from 1 h before the measurement period to the middle of the measurement period were significantly larger than those in Carson and Claremont (574 and 649 vehicles 5 min −1 for DTLA and Paramount vs. 384 and 292 vehicles 5 min −1 for Carson and Claremont, respectively). Despite the effects of emission changes on fitted β variations, β from observed profiles for the pre-sunrise period can still provide meaningful insights into atmospheric parameters controlling plume shape because (1) traffic variations and corresponding ambient UFP profiles are typical for those periods; (2) traffic flow changes are very consistent (1σ < 10 %) among weekdays, thus the effects of weekday emission changes should be consistent from day to day; (3) concentrations farther downwind in plumes are the least influenced by emissions from freeways because they get close to background levels due to the dilution processes; and (4) although it is implicit, additional loss processes due to particle dynamics are considered in β. As far as we are aware, these loss processes are not considered perfectly in current dispersion models applied to the real atmosphere. In any case, the model fitting methods provide an effective tool to estimate dispersion coefficients directly from the observations.
Impacts of dispersion coefficients and freeway-street interchange geometry on plume shapes
The dispersion coefficients α and β obtained from daily average concentration profiles for the pre-sunrise periods show a strong positive correlation with one another, but clearly fall into two exclusive groups, apparently the result of the freeway-street interchange geometry (Fig. 3) . Inputs in the semi-empirical Gaussian equation (Eq. 2) for the two cases differ: source height H = 6 m for overpass freeway transects (freeway above transect) and H = 0 m for underpass freeway transects (freeway below transect). Compared to underpass freeway transects, α values for overpass freeways ranged more widely and β varied less. For overpass freeway transects, it takes more time for the vehicular plume to reach the ground from the elevated freeway height, thus the location of the peak, which depends on α, may vary depending on topographic and atmospheric conditions. In contrast, for underpass freeway transects, the peak will appear adjacent to the freeway regardless of atmospheric conditions because a plume rises directly from the freeway beneath, leading to smaller variations in α, and relatively larger variations in β.
The positive correlations between α and β suggest overlap in the factors that control them. Figure 1 illustrates that α is related to the peak position and plume width (advection), and β to plume dilution rates (eddy diffusion or entrainment). We can therefore hypothesize that the correlation between α and β is caused by (1) different wind conditions (advection and turbulence; hypothesis 1) and/or (2) the concentration difference between plume and background (plume intensity; hypothesis 2). In the following sections, these two hypotheses are explored in detail.
Wind effects on plume characteristics (hypothesis 1: advection and dispersion)
The role of wind speed in the semi-empirical GB model is only to adjust the overall magnitude of concentrations (Eq. 1). Therefore, concentration profiles normalized to the peak concentration should have the same shape regardless of wind speed. In the real atmosphere, however, different wind conditions will produce different advection and dispersion behavior of pollutants, and thus wind effects contribute to variations in α and β. For example, higher wind speed is expected to transport the freeway plumes, which will manifest as decreasing α (Fig. 1a) . At the same time, wind speeds are related to mechanical turbulence in the surface layer, which is the most important determinant for eddy diffusion in the absence of buoyancy forces, as is the case for pre-sunrise periods. Thus, higher wind speed is expected to produce more turbulence due to stronger wind shear, and also deepen the mechanical mixing length. This will disperse pollutants more rapidly, resulting in lower β values (Fig. 1b) . Consequently, Hypothesis 1 attributes the positive correlation between α and β to wind speed variations under stable conditions. We note that the semi-empirical GB model assumes perpendicular winds and hence the changes in wind direction can also affect α values (particularly). Parallel winds result in higher α, while perpendicular winds which can transport plumes more effectively, resulting in decreasing α (Fig. 1a) compared to parallel winds. In the following sub-sections, we attempt to explain/verify this hypothesis by quantitatively comparing α and β with observed winds.
Wind direction
As expected, in addition to determining which side of a freeway is downwind, wind direction was a determinant of plume length. The dispersion coefficient α generally showed a negative relationship with wind direction (relative to the freeway; WD rel , 90 • = normal to freeway), suggesting as expected that plumes are more effectively transported if winds are perpendicular to the freeway (Fig. 4a) . A positive correlation between [UFP] 1 km , the background-subtracted UFP number concentration measured 1km downwind of the freeway ([UFP] 1 km − [UFP] bkgnd ) and WD rel illustrates the effects of WD rel on plume transport (Fig. 4b) . However, the high scatter indicates the importance of other factors. The dispersion coefficient β is not correlated with WD rel (not shown), because wind direction is not directly related to the dilution process.
Wind speed
At night, statically stable air suppresses turbulent energy production, thus under calm stable conditions, moderate consis- tent winds can help transport an air mass farther. Hypothesis 1 suggests that both α and β would decrease (more transport and faster dispersion) as wind speeds increase under calm conditions, assuming a consistent wind direction. α is likely to be more related to vector-averaged resultant wind speeds because the hypothesis concerns transport, whereas β should depend more on scalar wind speed, which should most directly affect dispersion rates. Figure 5a shows that α responds differently to resultant wind speeds (WSR), depending on freeway-street interchange geometry. Clear negative relationships between α and resultant wind speeds (WSR) were observed for the overpass freeway transects (DTLA and Paramount, Fig. 5a ). Different scales of α in DTLA and Paramount are not explained by wind speeds, but could result from factors such as plume intensities caused by different traffic densities, discussed below. Plumes emitted from the freeways above transects will be transported farther with higher resultant wind speeds before reaching the ground (smaller α), explaining the negative correlation between α and resultant wind speeds. In contrast, for the underpass freeways (Carson and Claremont), α appears to slightly increase with resultant wind speed, although the trend is largely driven by one data point obtained on 8 June 2011 (Fig. 5a) . On that day, winds were unusually strong, the prevailing wind direction was reversed, and a fog formed in the downwind uphill area. For the underpass freeway transects, the peak concentration location might not be significantly influenced by wind speeds, since the MMP experienced a freshly emitted plume rising directly beneath the transect. Therefore, wind speeds might more strongly impact the dissipation rate (β) of a plume, creating faster decays and narrower peaks as the wind speed increases (Fig. 5b) .
Scalar wind speeds (WSS) and β were, in general, negatively correlated when wind speeds were larger than 0.5 m s −1 , particularly for the underpass freeways (Fig. 5b) . In contrast to the α-WSR relationships, the overpass freeway transects were more weakly correlated than underpass freeway sites. It appears that wind speeds influence α more strongly for the overpass freeway transects, whereas for the underpass freeway transects β is more affected by wind speeds. This negative correlation is not valid under extremely light wind conditions (WSS < 0.5 m s −1 ). Under these calm stable conditions, other parameters are likely to govern the dilution rate of a plume, such as the concentration gradient (Sect. 3.4). Overall, within the small range of wind speed observed in early morning, winds alone are not the dominant factor in determining dispersion coefficients α and β under stable pre-sunrise conditions. Consequently, hypothesis 1 by itself cannot entirely explain the variations in plume decays.
Effects of freeway emissions on plume extension (hypothesis 2)
In the analytical solution of Gaussian dispersion (Eq. 2), the emission factor Q c is not directly related to plume decays, transport, α or β (Sect. 2.3.2 and Supplement Sect. S4). Considering that the increase in wind speeds reduces Q c (Eqs. 1 and 2) if emission rates are constant, and at the same time, increased wind speeds are likely linked with decreased α and β (through effective transport and faster dissipation; Hypothesis 1), positive correlations between Q c vs. α and β might be expected. In Fig. 6 , however, we found strong negative correlations between Q c and plume dispersion parameters α and β (Q c was determined by fitting the background-subtracted peak concentration, or "plume intensity" [UFP] peak ). Thus, observed negative correlations imply that winds may not be a dominant factor controlling plume shapes under stable conditions with low winds (< 1 m s −1 ). Hypothesis 2 states that plume decay rates are a function of concentration differences between plumes and backgrounds ( [UFP]): as [UFP] be- comes larger, concentration decreases faster with downwind distance. These relationships are clearly shown in Fig. 6 .
Effects of [UFP] on plume decay rates
The plume intensity parameter [UFP] peak , defined as the difference between the background and plume peak concentration, showed clear and consistent negative correlations with both the dispersion coefficients α and β (Fig. 6a  and b) , in contrast to its positive correlations with wind speed and direction. Although α and [UFP] peak seem to follow a single trend line, the transects populate different parts of the curve, with larger [UFP] peak corresponding to the underpass freeway transects. Due to different slopes in these two groups, the overall trend line has an exponential form (α = 0.14 · exp(−3.64 × 10 −5 [UFP]), R 2 = 0.59), however this appears to arise from the presence of two distinct populations; these are also observed in comparisons of α and β with explanatory parameters such as wind speeds, [UFP] peak and Q c (Figs. 3, 5, 6a and 9b) . Dependencies of β on [UFP] peak fall into two groups corresponding to freeway-street interchange geometry, as discussed in Sect. 3.2 (Fig. 6b) . The negative correlation between β and [UFP] peak is consistent with hypothesis 2, as β appears to be a parameter related to plume dissipation (Sect. 2.3.2, Fig. 1b) . For these reasons, we conclude the decay rates are strongly influenced by not only wind speed and direction but also the concentration difference relative to the background, that is, [UFP] peak .
Let us consider a simple first-order Lagrangian expression for dilution and particle dynamics processes rates during the freeway plume transport (Eq. 4), similar to the expression used in some urban plume transport models (Dillon et al., 
where t is time, [C] t and [C] bkgnd are pollutant concentrations at time t in the plume and in the background, respectively, and K represents first-order decay rate coefficient for each particle loss process: dilution, coagulation, dry deposition and evaporation. If we assume Ks are constant for an hour (corresponding to 1 to 2 km of plume transport), the solution of Eq. (4) shows [UFP] peak is independent of plume decay (loss) rates when the plume concentrations are normalized (Eq. 5). We note that the above expression only deals with β because the concentration at t = 0 is considered as the peak concentration. Consequently, we concluded additional loss rates due to particle transformation are not attributed to the observed clear relationships between [UFP] peak and β (Fig. 6b) . The rapid increase in traffic flows during pre-sunrise measurement periods for morning commutes likely explains the negative correlation between [UFP] peak and β (as discussed in Sect. 2.3.2). The peak concentration is instantly affected by the emissions from freeway traffic, whereas far downwind concentrations result from the emissions in the past when an air mass passed over the freeway, as well as the background concentration at that time. Thus, the temporal variations of far downwind concentrations should be relatively smaller and less rapid than those near the peak concentrations. These patterns are clearly observed in the 1σ variation ranges of the average concentration profiles shown in Fig. 2 . For the morning commute periods, increasing emissions from corresponding traffic flows produce larger
[UFP] peak but these emission increases do not instantly alter the far downwind concentrations, amplifying concentration decreases with distance (and lowering β). However, the above discussions concern the relationships of [UFP] peak with β. If or why [UFP] peak controls α is not clear. It is possible that α and β are related to each other due likely to hypothesis 1 and [UFP] peak intensifies β variation while not altering the relationships between α and β, leaving a negative correlation between [UFP] peak and α. Alternatively, it is also possible that [UFP] peak directly determines α given that lower α values tend to correspond to increases in the overall magnitude of concentrations of the profiles (Fig. 1a) , explaining the negative correlation between α and [UFP] peak . Despite these incomplete discussions of the underlying causation, it is clear that plume intensities
[UFP] peak show strong negative correlations with α and β.
Temperature, atmospheric stability, and emission factor
Although temperature does not directly affect the dissipation rates of plumes, we found a clear positive correlation between the temperature and the dispersion coefficient, α (Fig. 7b) . Because higher UFP emissions from vehicle tailpipes are strongly related to colder temperatures, particularly for the nucleation mode (10-20 nm) (Kittelson et al., 2001 (Kittelson et al., , 2004 Morawska et al., 2005) , colder temperatures might indirectly lower dispersion coefficients by elevating UFP concentrations from vehicular sources, and hence increasing [UFP] peak (Fig. 6a) . Consistent with this explanation and supporting the emissions studies (Kittelson et al., 2001 (Kittelson et al., , 2004 Morawska et al., 2005) , [UFP] peak values normalized to the traffic density, indeed, increase as ambient temperatures decrease for all transects (Fig. 7b) . Zhu et al. (2006) also showed the same inverse relationship between temperature and UFP concentrations corrected for traffic volume at the edge of the I-405 freeway. The Richardson number (R i ) is a common indicator of atmospheric stability. It combines the vertical temperature gradient (static stability) with mechanical wind shear (Stull, 1988) as expressed in Eq. (6):
where θ is the mean potential temperature in the layer, dθ · dz −1 is temperature gradient, dU · dz −1 is vertical wind shear, and g is the gravitational acceleration (R i > 0 for stable; R i = 0 for neutral; and R i < 0 for unstable air). R i values for all transects fell in the near-neutral to stable ranges during the pre-sunrise periods (Fig. 8) . Background UFP concentrations tend to increase when air is more stable (Fig. 8a) , as expected. However, the decay rate coefficient β appears to decrease (the plume dissipates more rapidly) when the nocturnal atmosphere is more stable (Fig. 8b) . We interpret this phenomenon as a result of hypothesis 2; under stable conditions, [UFP] peak tends to increase, leading to a fast concentration decay rate in a plume as discussed above. · Q c +0.12 (R 2 = 0.63 for overpass freeways) and α = -6.9 × 10 −7 · Q c +0.065 (R 2 = 0.51 for underpass freeways).
Consequently, the effects of temperature and atmospheric stability on plume dissipation rates further support the importance of hypothesis 2 for plume decay rates. Nonetheless, we should emphasize that faster decay rates do not necessarily mean reduced plume impacts because faster dissipations were observed for higher [UFP] peak conditions, and higher peak concentrations eventually lead to more elevated UPF concentrations in the far downwind areas (e.g., [UFP] peak shows a positive correlation with [UFP] at 1500 m downwind from the freeway; not shown).
Estimate of particle number emission factor
Vehicular emissions from the freeways depend on traffic volumes, fleet composition and maintenance, driving conditions, and fuel composition (e.g., sulfur content) (Kumar et al., 2011) . Emission rates of UFP estimated by a number of previous studies show considerable variability (Kumar et al., 2011) . The freeways studied here have similar vehicle composition with modest contributions from heavy-duty vehicles (< 3 to 6 %), and consistent traffic speeds due to lower traffic densities during the pre-sunrise periods. Thus, it is expected that traffic volume is a dominant factor in controlling the variations in emission rates from the freeways. Figure 9a shows a strong linear relationship between the emission parameter, Q c and traffic density during the measurement periods, at least when traffic flow ranged from 400 to 1200 vehicles 5 min −1 , further supporting the effectiveness of the approach described here, including the ability of Q c to describe vehicular emission rates from the freeways.
With the mean Q c (8.12 × 10 4 particles m m −3 ), observed wind speeds (0.64 m s −1 ), a wind speed correction factor due to traffic wake suggested by Chock (1978) for stable air (0.2 m s −1 ), and observed traffic flows on freeways (680 vehicles 5 min −1 ), the mean particle number emission factor (PNEF), q veh , can be estimated from Eq. (7): , where the last two values of the numerator are unit conversion factors. This estimate is for "survived" UFP through the very early stage of vigorous mixing/particle dynamics occurring within 1 to 3 s of initial emissions from tailpipes Zhu et al. (2006) , respectively. In addition, Quiros et al. (2013) reported a value of PNEF (3.7 × 10 13 particles km −1 vehicle −1 ) similar to our estimate. Between 2001 and 2010, many characteristics of the vehicle fleet have changed, such as improvement of engine emissions control technology, fleet turnover to newer cleaner vehicles, recent shifts to smaller engines (Snyder, 2011) , and more stringent regulations for truck engines and fuel composition by the California Air Resources Board (CARB, 2004 (CARB, , 2008 as discussed in Quiros et al. (2013) . 
Predicting plume behavior
Accurate prediction of plume peak heights and extents without the use of highly specialized data is clearly desirable. Our results suggest that the Gaussian line source model can accurately predict not only the peak concentration but also the extension of the plumes if we can properly estimate Q c , α, and β (Eq. 2). Here, we use a multivariate linear regression (MVR) method to reproduce plume parameters (Q c , α and β). Because plume peak concentration determined by Q c is an important parameter controlling the dispersion coefficients α and β (Sect. 3.4.1), we found the best results by first estimating Q c from various related factors, and then adding Q c as a predictor variable in MVR analysis for α and β as discussed below.
For Q c estimation, traffic flows, wind direction, wind speeds, temperature, and relative humidity were used as predictor variables based on theoretical and observed (measurement period average) relationships between UFP and predictor variables (Eq. 8):
where j indicates the j th observation, and TF, WD rel , WSR, T , RH, and C are the traffic flows (vehicles 5 min −1 ), wind direction relative to the freeway orientation ( • ), ambient temperature ( • C), resultant wind speed (m s −1 ), relative humidity (%), and a correction factor, respectively. Similarly, α (for overpass freeways) and β (for underpass freeways) were obtained from the observed meteorological and emission data (Q c ) (Eq. 9):
In this analysis observed Q c was used as an input parameter rather than estimated Q c from Eq. (8) to avoid multivariate regression error. Regressions were performed separately according to freeway topography because as discussed earlier, α varied more widely for overpass freeways and β had a wider range for underpass freeways (Fig. 3) . In addition, there were different dependencies of dispersion parameters on WSR and Q c (Figs. 5a and 9b ) for the two interchange geometries. Calculated coefs, and resulting R 2 and p values for both Q c , α and β are listed in Table 3 . For Q c , temperature and traffic were important parameters for both overpass and underpass freeways, while wind speed and wind direction were important only for overpass freeways and underpass freeways, respectively. The inverse sign for coef 1 (traffic flows) against observations was likely due to multicollinearity effects between predictor parameters (O'Brien, 2007) . Although multicollinearity is detrimental to estimating the comparative importance of individual explanatory parameters, it does not reduce prediction validity or reliability of regression results as a whole (Lipovetsky and Conklin, 2001) , The resulting Q c from MVR showed good agreement with the values extracted from observations by fitting with overall R 2 of 0.95.
Dispersion coefficients were most sensitive to Q c and least sensitive to T for both freeway geometries. Although RH by itself was poorly correlated with α and β, it showed modest importance in multivariate regressions. As noted, α and β showed strong positive correlations with one another, once separated for interchange geometry ( Thus, from appropriately estimated α or β from multivariate regressions, we could further obtain β or α using Eqs. (10) and (11). Overall, resulting values of α and β from multivariate regression analyses showed good agreement with the values extracted from observed concentration profiles by fitting, with R 2 = 0.88 and 0.86 for overpass and underpass freeways, respectively (Fig. 10) . The evaluation of the MVR results is limited by the insufficient number of data used in training processes (13 for underpass freeways and 10 for overpass freeways). Nonetheless, the best estimates of uncertainties from the MVR analysis are ±0.018 and ±0.0018 for α and β, respectively. Independent error analysis also resulted in mean error estimates of 26 % for α and 60 % for β. More details about the evaluation processes are described in Supplement Sect. S5. Despite successful application of multivariate regression, we still note that input data points were not sufficient compared to the number of predictor variables in this multivariate regression analysis. Thus, further measurements are needed to verify these results. Nonetheless, we consequently believe this approach provides an efficient and precise tool to predict freeway plume profiles near major roadways under stable conditions in that (1) dispersion parameters as well as particle number emission rates were extracted directly from the real atmosphere; (2) these simple dispersion parameters include particle transformation and traffic change effects in them and explain the observed UFP concentration profiles, producing excellent agreement for all sampling sites; (3) quantitative and straightforward comparisons between plume parameters and controlling meteorological/traffic factors suggest that winds were not the dominant factor to determining the plume shapes and downwind concentrations under stable pre-sunrise conditions; (4) elevated [UFP] peak from the onset of the morning commute in stable air appeared to be a more important factor for controlling the concentration decay rates with distance under considered conditions, which are difficult to represent even with the current comprehensive models, and hence should be considered more precisely in those models; (5) multivariate regression results can be applied with readily and routinely measurable variables without sophisticated model expertise to predict the peak concentration and its location as well as freeway plume impact areas under similar conditions with increasing traffic.
Although investigated environments were limited (nocturnal calm stable conditions with increasing traffic in residential areas) and hence our results are not expected to be directly applicable to other environments with different surface roughness and air stability, our results have potential implications given that many residential areas near freeways/highways have similarly built environments (at least in the US) and nocturnal stable conditions are common. Particularly we note that about 50 % of the population lives within 1.5 km of freeways in the South Coast Air Basin of California (Polidori et al., 2009 ). This study also has the potential to parameterize dispersion coefficients and emission factors for more sophisticated model simulations, providing clear UFP concentration profiles in a data set with a high spatial resolution under stable conditions, particularly for the onset of morning commute periods.
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